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In this work we provide a basic physical modeling of the spatiotemporal pattern of emulsification
produced by chemical reaction-driven tip-streaming and observed by Fernandez and Homsy@Phys.
Fluids 16, 2548~2004!#. Features of this phenomenon—nonlinear autooscillations, a conical drop
shape, tip-streaming, and droplet trajectory splitting—are addressed in this paper. In particular, the
experimentally found regimes of self-sustained periodic motion and the transitions between them
are explained with the help of a nonlinear relaxation oscillator model. An exact self-similar solution
for the steady tip-streaming mode supports the suggested mechanism of a Marangoni-driven
phenomenon. Finally, the ionic nature of the surfactant produced at the interface offers a reasonable
explanation for the formation of a spray cone, which is due to repulsive electrostatic interactions
between droplets. These features distinguish this phenomenon from standard tip-
streaming. ©2004 American Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1739232#
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I. INTRODUCTION AND BASIC PHENOMENA
DESCRIPTION

The phenomenon to be discussed here was discovere
Fernandez and Homsy1 in the course of pendant drop me
surements conducted to determine the interfacial ten
~IFT!. Experimental observations were done under con
tions of an acid/alkaline reaction taking place at the oil/wa
interface. This particular reaction is well studied in view
its importance in oil recovery,2 since a low IFT resulting
from the production of the surface active substance enha
this processes~cf. Donnan!.3 Thus, even though the penda
drop method4 has been extended to transient and dyna
IFT measurements,5 the discovered phenomena reveals
limitations, since the usual method assumes a uniform di
bution of the surfactant along the interface.6 As we will see,
the phenomena imply the existence of significant concen
tion gradients.

The observed phenomenon involves three main featu
~1! tip-streaming—the formation of a conical drop sha
with pointed ends@cf. Fig. 1~c!# and ejection of very small, 4
mm, droplets@cf. Fig. 2~a!# from the pointed ends;~2! non-
linear self-sustained oscillations—a periodic change of
drop shape from nearly hemispherical@Fig. 1~a!# to conical
@Fig. 1~c!#; ~3! droplet separation—an organized motion,
which one ejected droplet moves to the right, while the s
sequent one moves to the left@cf. Figs. 2~a!–2~b!#.

The first effect~tip-streaming!, to the authors’ knowl-
edge, has never been observed in systems with inte
chemically driven flows, but readily occurs in externally im
posed shear or extensional flows, like the four-roll m
device.7 While a complete theoretical understanding of t
tip-steaming phenomena is still lacking, its basic features
quite extensively studied experimentally~cf. the recent re-
view by Stone!.8 Starting with experiments by Taylor,7 it is
known that drops with low viscosity relative to the ambie
fluid, i.e., with viscosity ratiol,O(0.1), can lead to the tip
streaming. Later experimental studies by de Bruijn9 in simple
2551070-6631/2004/16(7)/2556/11/$22.00
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shear flows distinguished two primary modes of dr
breakup: afracture mode occurring for pure fluids at a ce
tain shear rate~equivalently, at a critical capillary numbe
Cac), accompanied by the formation of satellite droplets; a
tip-streaming, which takes place in the presence of surfa
tants and produces much smaller drops without satelli
The shear rates required for the last type of breakup
simple shear flows can be 2 orders of magnitude lower t
for the fracture mode. In the case of extensional~straining!
flows, the presence of surfactant may also significantly low
the critical capillary number~cf. Siegel10 and Hu et al.11!
from that for pure fluids studied by Acrivos and Lo.12 While
the effect of surfactants appears to lower Cac , the limits of
low ~dilute! and high~saturated! concentrations of surfactan
leads to Cac corresponding to the pure liquid case as long
the relevant value of IFT is used. The last fact indicates
importance of surfactant gradients in the tip-steaming p
nomena as elucidated by de Bruijn9 for simple shear flows
and by Eggletonet al.13,14 for extensional flows. However
the role of surfactant concentration gradients is yet not fu
understood and thus admits alternative hypotheses. In
ticular, a qualitative explanation of the effect of surfactants
lowering critical capillary number given by de Bruijn9 and
Stone8 is based on assumption of rigid ends of the drop d
to swept surfactant, so that viscous stresses required for
ing the narrow regions away are lower. However, this exp
nation should remain valid at saturation concentrations

FIG. 1. Nonlinear oscillations of a pendant drop shape: from hemisphe
~a! to conical~c! ~courtesy of J. Fernandez!.
6 © 2004 American Institute of Physics
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2557Phys. Fluids, Vol. 16, No. 7, July 2004 On physical mechanisms
well, thus contradicting experimental observations and e
phasizing the importance of surfactant gradients.

Our hypothesis, shown in Fig. 3, refers to capilla
breakup of a cylindrical jet. First, consider a clean interfa
case depicted in Fig. 3~a!. Axisymmetric longitudinal distur-
bances inevitably yield ‘‘trough’’ and ‘‘crest’’ regions. Th
capillary forces in the trough regions tend to collapse
interface with a forceFc , while the forcesFr which tend to
restore the cylindrical shape, have a radial componentFr8
that competes withFc . If the wavelength of instability is
large enough,l.2pa, with a being a radius of the undis
turbed cylinder,Fr8 cannot balanceFc and collapse takes
place.

This standard understanding of Rayleigh jet breakup
dicates that when:~i! the tip of a thread is saturated wit
surfactant as shown in Fig. 3~b! and~ii ! there are gradients in
surfactant concentration~surface tension to the left of the ti
is higher!, the restoring forceFr and its radial componentFr8
are much weaker in view of the lower surface tension. T
fact allows for much shorter unstable wavelengths, as fo
experimentally in Ref. 1, and for the smaller size of the dro
lets, which becomes close to the diameter of the thre
While this picture is based on static reasoning, dynam
comes into the mechanism of accumulation of surfactan
the tip region.

In systems which contain only a small amount of co
taminant, tip-streaming stops when most of the surfactan
swept away, while systems with surfactant solutions can
hibit ever-continuing tip-streaming. Our system belongs
the latter class, because the chemical reaction provides a

FIG. 2. Tip-streaming and droplet separation~courtesy of J. Fernandez!.
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stant supply of surfactant, at least until the reactants are
pleted.

It is worthwhile mentioning the apparent similarity o
the observed cone shape of the drop in the bursting regim
Taylor cones.15,16 While the shape and bursting effects su
gest an analogy to the phenomena of formation of sta
cones in electrified liquid interfaces, the underlying physi
mechanisms are different. As explained by Taylor~who as-
sumed equipotentiality of the interface!, the conical shape
arises as a balance of normal stresses: the electrostatic
surepE5 1

2 e0En
2 induced by the normal component of ele

trical field En ~the tangential component being zero in vie
of equipotentiality! equilibrates with the capillary pressur
ps5s cota/r which varies inversely with the distance from
cone tip,r , so thatEn;(s/e0r )1/2. In the case of gradients
of the interfacial potential, the tangential component of el
trical stresses;e0EnEt can be either negligible or lead t
swirling or nonswirling motion inside the Taylor cone~cf.
Hayati et al.!17 without influencing its self-similar conica
shape. In our case, the conical shape is produced as a r
of balancing both normal and tangent stresses, so that
predominant role is played by the gradient of surface tens
As a result, the cone shape results from nontrivial fluid m
tion both inside~which is analogous to that produced
Taylor cones by tangential stresses! and outside the cone.

The mechanism explaining the second effect~nonlinear
self-sustained oscillations! consists of the basic sequenc
triggered by (t) the first drop effect, named here in analogy
with the first drop effect in the dripping faucet—detachme
of a large drop under gravity leading to an extensional fl
in the viscous oil. Under usual circumstances, this fl
would attenuate due to viscous dissipation, but in this p
ticular case it leads to:~i! sweeping surfactant towards the t
of a new pendant drop and, if the viscous extensional fl
produced by thefirst drop effectis strong enough, deforming
the interface up to formation of a pointed end, and~ii ! burst-
ing. The bursting~tip-streaming! in turn removes surfactan
from the tip of the drop, and~iii ! the surfactant concentratio
gradient between the top and the tip of the drop so crea
~sketched in Fig. 4! drives a Marangoni flow, which~iv! has
the same effect as thefirst drop. Thus one has the following
sequence: (t)→(i)→(ii) →(iii) →(iv)→(i)→(ii) →(iii)
→(iv)→... . The experiments revealed two particular mod
of this process: nonlinear self-sustained oscillations of
drop and steady tip-streaming, when there is no appa
time dependence of the nearly conical shape of the remai
pendant drop. See Fernandez and Homsy1 for a detailed de-
scription.

Nonlinear self-sustained oscillations have been fou
p-
t.
FIG. 3. The role of surfactant in the phenomena of ti
streaming.~a! Breakup of a clean interface Rayleigh je
~b! Breakup of a surfactant covered thread.
P license or copyright, see http://pof.aip.org/pof/copyright.jsp
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previously in different circumstances involving chemical r
actions that produce surfactants. In particular, Dupeyrat
Nakashe18 observed a macroscopic self-agitation in a qua
periodic variation of interfacial tension in an oil/water sy
tem, in which a cationic surfactant is dissolved in the aq
ous phase. Magone and Yoshikawa19 studied the analogou
system of an oil droplet situated in an aqueous layer of s
factant solution. The proposed mechanism for these s
sustained oscillations consists of a gradual formation of
interfacial monolayer of surfactant until a critical value
surface pressure is reached, followed by monolayer colla
and cationic surfactant migration into the bulk. This leads
an abrupt decrease of IFT and, therefore to the macrosc
motion of the drop accompanied by the change of the cu
ture of a certain part of the interface. As the monolayer for
again, the phenomenon repeats itself for 30–60 min. Ano
example of autooscillations was observed by Kovalch
et al.20 in a system where a droplet of a surfactant solut
with limited solubility on a tip of a capillary under a fre
liquid surface dissolves in a container. The autooscillatio
in this case are attributed to a competition between diffus
and convection transport of the surfactant.

In general, nonlinear Marangoni-driven oscillations c
be due to either concentration20 or temperature gradients.21

Our phenomenon belongs to the last subclass, when the
factant is produced by chemical reaction.18,19 The only dif-
ference from previous works18,19 consists of developing a
singularity at the interface which leads to surfactant trans
by tip-streaming. We develop a simple mass-spring mech
cal model which predicts both modes of tip-streaming
scribed above. In the model formulation we followed t
same lines as in the analysis of a dripping faucet.22,23 The
similarity of these two phenomena consists of nonlinear
cillations and singularity formation. However, the objectiv
in the analysis of the mechanical model of the dripping fa
cet are centered around its chaotic behavior, since after

FIG. 4. Sketch of the driving mechanism.
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original conjecture by Ro¨ssler,24 it was found that its time
delay diagrams exhibit period doubling and chaos as the fl
rate changes. With a few recent exceptions, numerous w
~cf. de Innocento and Renna25 and references therein! on this
relatively simple system26 are restricted to a relaxation osci
lator ~cf. original works by Shaw and Martienet al.!23—a
phenomenologically motivated equation—instead of treat
the hydrodynamics in a rational way. Rational models b
came possible due to the one dimensional slender-jet
proximation of the axisymmetric Navier–Stokes equations27

and an approximate overall energy description in Lagrang
variables.28,29 Neither of these approaches is applicable
our case for obvious reasons. As a result, we follow the h
torical way of model development starting with the simple
mechanical model. Of course, this approach does not pro
any details on the shape and pinch-off, but nevertheless g
important insight into the basic physical processes.

The third effect~droplet trajectory splitting! is the most
subtle one, which makes this particular tip-streaming diff
ent from the classical one~in which the jet is ejected along
the extensional axis and droplets do not experience any
of trajectory splitting!. Our hypothesis in explaining this phe
nomenon is based on the ionic nature of the surfact
which, in view of particular size of the pendant drop a
droplets, provides a repulsive electrostatic interaction su
cient to explain the experimentally observed speeds of
sideways motion of droplets.

The paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II we provi
the general set of governing parameters, their magnitude,
their role in the phenomena. Then we perform a basic ove
energy analysis and formulate and analyze a mechan
model of nonlinear oscillations. In the second part of th
section we deduce a self-similar solution which helps to
derstand the flow pattern when tip-streaming takes place
also happens to be important in the discussion of the elec
kinetic mechanism of droplet trajectory splitting, to whic
Sec. III is devoted.

II. PENDANT DROP DYNAMICS

We first identify the characteristic nondimensional p
rameters which govern the behavior of the system. Since
system does not involve any external mechanical motion,
nevertheless exhibits observable macroscopic motion,
needs to define the characteristic speed,U0 , and Weber~or
effective Reynolds! number

We5
rU0

2D

s0
⇔Re5

rU0D

m
. ~1!

As it is easy to deduce from the analysis of Marango
driven flow due to a surface tension gradient, the bound
layer near the interface of some characteristic lengthD,
which is here understood as the pendant drop diameter
mm, has the following scales for the thickness and spee

d;DS m2

Ds0
D 1/3

, U0;
d

D

s0

m
, ~2!
P license or copyright, see http://pof.aip.org/pof/copyright.jsp
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2559Phys. Fluids, Vol. 16, No. 7, July 2004 On physical mechanisms
where s0 is a reference interfacial tension, andm the dy-
namic viscosity. With such a scaling forU0 one can estimate
the effective Reynolds number. In Table I we provide a list
relevant physical constants and their magnitudes~for details
refer to Ref. 1!.

Using these numbers, one finds that the flow in the wa
phase is of a boundary layer type withUw;35 m/s and
Wew;104, while the flow in the oil phase is of modera
Reynolds number, so thatUo;0.15 m/s and Weo;0.2. It
should be noted thatUo is of the order of the speed of th
droplets ejected due to tip-streaming. Subsequently, the s
rate in the oil phase is estimated as

G;
Uo

D
;102 s21, ~3!

which is of the order of that observed experimentally.1 The
above parameters characterize the hydrodynamic prope
of the system. Its chemical properties, important for our p
poses, are best described by the production rate constanR0

which follows from nonequilibrium Langmuir-type sorptio
kinetics30

dGRO2

dt
5kGmax FCRO2S 12

GRO2

Gmax
D2

1

Keq

GRO2

Gmax
G , ~4!

wherek is a kinetic rate constant,Keq an equilibrium con-
stant, CRO2 the bulk-phase concentration at the interfa
GRO2 the surface-excess concentration, andGmax the surface-
excess saturation concentration. Therefore, the produc
rate is estimated as R0.kGmax CRO250.29
31025 mol m22 s21 and Gmax/R0 essentially represents
characteristic time scale.

In order to understand the complexity of the pheno
enon it is sufficient to look at the energy balance for t
whole system. Neglecting the effect of a free~gas–liquid!
surface and assumingur (2)2r (1)u!r (1,2), the energy balance
reads~with the standard notation!

d

dt F EV

ruvu2

2
dV1E

A
s dA2E

V
w dVG

52E
V
t•~“v!dV ~5!

1E
A
H ds

dG
~ f 1v"“sG2G“s•v!1s“s•vsJ dA, ~6!

TABLE I. Basic physical constants~at T520 °C).

Interfacial tensions0 35 mN/m
Dynamic viscosity of watermw 1.002 mPa s
Dynamic viscosity of oilmo 0.22 Pa s
Density of waterrw 998 kg/m3

Density of oil mo 764 kg/m3

Kinetic rate constantka 0.29 m3 mol21 s21

Bulk concentrationCRO2H1 1.0 mol/m3

Bulk concentrationCNaOH 12.5 mol/m3

Surface-excess concentrationGmax 1025 mol/m2

aReference 5.
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where the left-hand side represents a sum of kinetic
potential energy ~surface tension and gravitation wit
w5rgekxk being a potential!, the first term on the right-hand
side is a viscous dissipation term~t is the viscous stress
tensor!, while the remaining terms provide an energy supp
due to productionf of surfactant of concentrationG as well
as energy storage and dissipation due to surface stretc
“s•vs , inflation “s•vn , and surfactant transport. Given th
complexity, it is not feasible to perform reliable phenomen
logical modeling of these terms as done, for example, in
problems of a liquid drop spreading on a solid surface31 and
of the damping of shape oscillations of liquid drops.32 There-
fore we pursue a classical mechanical approach in orde
predict the basic properties of the phenomena.

A. Relaxation oscillator model

In analogy with the simple mechanical model for th
dripping faucet proposed by Martienet al.23 we formulate
the dynamics of the pendant drop in terms of the evolution
a geometric pointx at the axis of symmetry, at which one ca
apply Newton’s second law. This model consists of a mas
the pendant dropM , pulling on a spring with a spring con
stantk. We takeM;pD3r/12 in view of the added mas
effect, and for simplicity we neglect the change of pend
drop mass due to droplet ejection, which corresponds t
quasisteady approximation. This is justified by the 2 ord
of magnitude difference between sizes of the dropletsd
56 mm, and the pendant dropD50.4 mm. Since the pres
sure difference between the inside and outside of the d
;s D anddx;D, we conclude thatk(G) has the meaning
of a surface tension and is approximated here by a sim
state equationk(G)5s0•(12G/Gmax).

33 For the forcing we
assume the surfactant concentration to grow linearly w
time with chemical reaction rateR, which is a control pa-
rameter in our case. The forces involved include: grav
Mg with g.9.8 m s22 being the gravitational acceleration
friction due to the fact that the fluid is viscous,2b (dx/dt),
with b as a friction coefficient, and a linear restoring for
2kx produced by the spring. When the surfactant concen
tion G reaches a critical valueGc , its magnitude is suddenly
reduced byDG, which in reality is a function ofGc , xc , but
for simplicity we useDG5Gc , which implies that all surfac-
tant is removed in the process of tip-streaming. The resul
mathematical model reads

M
d2x

dt2
5 Mg

gravity
2 b

dx

dt
friction

2 k~G!x
surface tension

, ~7!

dG

dt
5R, when G,Gc , ~8!

G5Gc2DG, when G5Gc . ~9!

The difference between our model and the ‘‘dripping fauc
problem is a discontinuity of a spring constant as oppose
mass; hence, the reaction rate is a control parameter ins
of flow rate. Using the following scalings:
P license or copyright, see http://pof.aip.org/pof/copyright.jsp
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G→GmaxG, t→ Gmax

R
t, x→Dx, ~10!

we arrive at the nondimensional version of the oscilla
model

S R

R0
D 2 d2x

dt2
1c1S R

R0
D dx

dt
1c2k~G!x5c3 , ~11!

dG

dt
5R, when G,Gc , ~12!

G5Gc2DG, when G5Gc , ~13!

where the reference reaction rateR0 is defined above and th
constants

c15
Gmaxb

R0M
, c25

Gmax
2 s0

R0
2M

, c35
Gmax

2 g

R0
2D

~14!

are estimated asc15104, c25107, andc3523105. The ra-
tio R/R0 is taken as the physical control parameter, wh
can be changed by different means, e.g., by varying the c
centrations or reactants.

System~11! has been integrated numerically for a wid
range of the parameterR/R0P@1,2000# with the discontinu-
ous surface excess behavior shown in Fig. 5~a! producing
four general types of dynamics of the pendant drop:

~1! Slow reaction, R/R051. Gradual stretching of the
drop occurs untilG reaches saturation, followed by a~quite
stiff! relaxation to the original equilibrium shape, as sho
in Fig. 5~b!. The time scale of the nonlinear oscillations
identical to the period of discontinuous oscillations ofG and,
for the conditions of Table I, has an estimate

T5Gmax/R;3 s. ~15!

~2! Moderately fast reaction, R/R05100. This regime
still exhibits oscillations, but an increase of reaction ra
leads to smoothing of the relaxation part of the oscillatio
as shown in Fig. 5~c!.

~3! Very fast reaction, R/R052000. A further increase o
R leads to aquasisteady tip-streamingstate, so that the shap
is distorted just slightly, as shown in Fig. 5~d!, with the
amount of the removed surfactant being fixed. The obser
size and quantity of droplets is the same as in the nonlin
oscillation regime. Physically, this situation corresponds
ther to s.0 over the major part of the cone and a M
rangoni flow localized around thread region, or to the m
roscopic Marangoni flow under conditions that t
adsorption flux to the interface and the flux due to t
streaming are of the same order.

~4! Very fast reaction, R/R052000, no dissipation
c1!1. In the situation analogous to~3!, but with negligible
dissipation, one can observe pendant drop oscillations wi
period which is much larger than that ofG, as one can ob-
serve in Fig. 5~e!. Physically, the reduced dissipation can
reached either by the lowering of the ambient liquid visc
ity, or by switching to mode~3!, since the absence of th
macroscopic oscillations also leads to friction reduction.

For comparison we provide the experimental data on
evolution of the tip position with time in Fig. 6. The oscilla
Downloaded 15 Nov 2004 to 131.215.42.229. Redistribution subject to AI
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tion period and wave form of these oscillations are w
modeled by~11! with the appropriate choice of parameter
as in Fig. 5~b!. As one can observe, this simple nonline
oscillator model is capable of capturing qualitatively all fo
regimes of the pendant drop dynamics observed experim
tally. In addition to the general dynamics inferred from t
model, further simple reasoning leads to the followingcrite-

FIG. 5. Dynamics of the pendant drop: oscillator model.~a! Dynamics of
surfactant surface concentration;~b! slow reaction,R/R051; ~c! fast reac-
tion, R/R05100; ~d! very fast reaction,R/R052000, steady tip-streaming
~e! very fast reaction,R/R052000, negligible dissipation.

FIG. 6. Experimental data on the tip dynamics~courtesy of J. Fernandez!.
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ria: the oscillatory motion occurs if either:~a! the shear rate
is strong enough to lead to formation of a cone and burst
so that the interface concentration becomes locally dilute
thus is able to accumulate new surfactant molecules, or~b!
the reaction is not too fast, so that within the time of fillin
the interface with new molecules, the new Marangoni flow
developed with sufficient shear rate.

B. Self-similar solution for a steady tip-streaming
regime

While in the general case of nonlinear oscillations it
not feasible to obtain analytical solutions, the case of ste
tip-streaming admits a significant simplification due to t
existence of self-similarity in view of the nearly perfect con
cal shape of the pendant drops~analogous to that of Taylo
cones!.16 This solution can also be interpreted as interme
ate asymptotics for other regimes when tip-streaming is
served, since for the period of time when small droplets
emitted the pendant drop takes a conical shape.

Since the experimental observations suggest that the
lution behaves in a self-similar fashion, we ground o
analysis on this assumption, which is equivalent to seek
solution of the Navier–Stokes equations of the form given
Eq. ~17! below. This form must also be compatible with th
boundary conditions, including conditions at the interfa
While the details are omitted, it is easy to demonstrate
strict similarity requires media of equal densities, and eit
s[0 or s;z21. Therefore, by the transformationpi5Boi

•z1 p̃i , i 51,2, one scales out the hydrostatic componen
the pressure. Also, for simplicity, we disregard the iner
effects in the water phase since we are interested in the
pattern in the oil phase, and consider

We1,We2!1, ~16!

so that one can work with the Stokes approximation in b
phases. However, accounting for nonlinear inertia effe
which are present in our case since Wew5104, is straightfor-
ward with the only difference that the solution can be fou
only numerically: one needs only to remark that for hi
enough Weber numbers one can expect nonexistence
self-similar solution in view of generation of swirl such as
the Taylor cone problem.34,35

Under these conditions, the self-similar solution is d
fined by

C5rc~x!, s5
e

r
; p5

p~x!

r 2 , ~17!

where, as will be shown below,e5smin , x5cosu, andC is
a Stokes stream function in a spherical coordinates~refer to
Fig. 7!

x85r sinu cosw, y85sinu sinw, z85r cosu, ~18!

with uP@0,p#, wP@0,2p#. As one can notice, it belongs t
the class of convergent flows, such as Jeffrey-Hamel
Taylor cone solutions, but the interfacial tension gradient
fect leads to significantly different boundary conditions.
practice, there is always some deviation from self-similar
but it can be constructed via perturbation expansions in te
Downloaded 15 Nov 2004 to 131.215.42.229. Redistribution subject to AI
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of variations ofdBo andds. Also, the particular form of the
interfacial tension dependence is an idealization of rea
and suggested by the experimentally observed self-sim
behavior: variable rates chemical reaction along with c
vection creates a distribution ofs close to~17!. Deviations
from this law can be accounted for asymptotically throu
actual material behavior and surfactant transport equati
However, here we are interested in the fundamental struc
of the solution and thus we do not account for these adj
ments. The most important deviation from self-similarity
due to its breakup, which inevitably takes place since~17! is
unbounded asz→0. Nature, as one can infer from exper
ments, usually resolves this singularity either by forming
rounded tip@cf. Fig. 1~b!#, when capillary forces dominate
shear stresses, or by forming a thread@cf. Fig. 1~c!#, when
shear stresses dominate capillarity. Since surface tensio
always bounded,smin,s,smax ~cf. Fig. 4!, the solution~17!
breaks down whenz;O(smin).

Substitution of ~17! reduces the standard biharmon
equation forC to

~12x2!c (4)24xc (3)50. ~19!

Since twice the mean curvature equals

1

R1
1

1

R2
5

cotQ

r
, ~20!

whereQ is a cone angle, the dynamic boundary conditio
yield (j5cosQ)

@p~j!#2
ej

A12j2
52

2j

12j2 @c~j!#, ~21!

e52
2

A12j2
@c~j!#2A12j2@c9~j!#, ~22!

with the pressure given by

p~j!5jc9~j!2
12j2

2
c (3)~j!, ~23!

FIG. 7. System of coordinates.
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or p8(j)5c9(j). The system is completed with velocit
continuity conditions

c1~j!5dc2~j!, ~24!

c18~j!5dc28~j!, ~25!

whered5AWe2 /We1 and zero stream function locus

x51: c250, ~26!

x521: c150, ~27!

x5j: c15c250. ~28!
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The kinematic condition is trivial and contained in the abo
conditions forx5j ~cone surface!. Integrating Eq.~19! three
times yields

~x221!c822xc5C01C1x1C2x2, ~29!

the solution of which is given by

c5C~x221!1~x221!E
0

x C01C1x̃1C2x̃2

~ x̃221!2 dx̃. ~30!

Application of the boundary conditions gives the final so
tion
c152
e

2 H ~x11!~x2j!~j21!@22j~11j!1d~2112j2!#

A12j2@11j1d~12j!#
1j~x221!A12j2 logS x11

x21

j21

j11D J , ~31!
ant
ter
a-

this
onal
en-
n—
ile
e-
ory
w
ies
gle
-
in
the
ed

to
c252e
~x21!~x2j!~2j21j21!

2A12j2@11j1d~12j!#
. ~32!

The streamlines are as shown in Fig. 8.
The existence of self-similar solution~17! provides di-

rect support for the proposed mechanism for self-susta
Marangoni phenomena and emphasizes that the con
shape of the pendant drop is a dynamic effect as oppose
Taylor cones, which are static. The slight divergence of
streamlines from the axis of symmetry away from the co
tip is due to viscous diffusion. One might conjecture that t
streamline divergence may be responsible for the obse
droplet trajectory splitting. However, the same diffusive
fect must take place in tip-streaming experiments with ex
nally imposed flows, but no trajectory splitting has been o
served ~cf. Ref. 8!. Thus, there must be some oth
mechanism responsible for that, which will be discussed
Sec. III.

FIG. 8. Streamlines in a Stokes regime.
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III. DROPLET DYNAMICS

The system under consideration is a water drop pend
in the oil phase with an acid-base reaction at the oil–wa
interface. Here we would like to unravel the primary mech
nisms that distinguish the phenomena of tip-streaming in
case from the standard one occurring in shear or extensi
flows. Two primary differences—the absence of an indep
dent external flow and the presence of a chemical reactio
are responsible for the flow pattern shown in Fig. 9. Wh
the origin of the flow along the interface and axis of symm
try is discussed in Sec. I, the observed droplet traject
splitting ~cf. Fig. 9! is not explained by the generated flo
since the angle of the cone, in which the droplet trajector
lie, is of the same order as the pendant drop cone an
;78° ~see Fig. 5 in Ref. 1!. Indeed, the generated Ma
rangoni flow shown in Figs. 8 and 9 diverges insufficiently
order to explain the much stronger sideways motion of
droplets, which depart from axis in a very organiz
fashion—one drop moves to the left, the next one moves

FIG. 9. Schematics of the droplets splitting phenomena.
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the right—thus demonstrating the existence of a force dif
ent from both gravity and hydrodynamic drag. At the sa
time, the low Reynolds number of the flow in the oil phas
Reo.0.2, seems to exclude the possibility of swirling moti
outside the cone, which also could potentially lead to
droplets splitting. It should be noted that the transition
swirling motion found inside Taylor cones~cf. Ref. 35! takes
place at sufficiently high Reynolds numbers. In additio
careful viewing of the flow visualizations reported in Ref.
clearly demonstrate that the droplets’ trajectories are strai
thus indicating the absence of any swirling. Therefore, h
we consider an alternative mechanism for the droplet tra
tory splitting.

The velocity of the droplets has two origins: one is d
to Marangoni convection and the other is due to an unsp
fied repulsive force~the role of gravity is negligible here!. As
it will be shown, this force takes its origin in the electrosta
interaction induced by the ionic nature of surfactant. For
exact calculation of the forces involved in this phenomen
one needs to solve a complete hydroelectro-chemical p
lem. However, if one is just interested in orders of mag
tude, the problem admits a very simple analysis which
given below.

While the details on the chemistry of the reaction at
oil–water interface between linoleic~fatty! acid and sodium
hydroxide can be found in Ref. 36, we provide some ba
facts sufficient for understanding the electrostatic aspect
phenomena~cf. Fig. 10!. The reaction is

RO21H1

linoleic acid
1 Na11HO2

sodium hydroxide
→H2O1RO2Na1, ~33!

where it is assumed that recombination of H1 and HO2 and
that of Na1 and RO2 dominate any others. In particular, th
last interfacial reaction produces a tight, undissociated
dium salt, so that the insoluble surfactant becomes sur
inactive. This salt partially remains at the interface and p
tially diffuses into the oil phase. Reaction~33! is, on one
hand, responsible for the substantial variation of interfac
tension~from 35.0 mN/m for clean interface case to the lo

FIG. 10. Basic chemical features of the problem: acid-base reaction a
oil–water interface.
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magnitude 1–2 mN/m; see Ref. 36 and references there!.
This in turn allows the Marangoni stresses to create subs
tial shear flow along the interface as sketched in Fig. 9.
the other hand, the effect of the reaction is the formation o
double layer at the oil–water interface. Its existence has b
envisaged by Risenfeld,37 but its mathematical theory wa
developed much later~cf. Guoy,38 Chapman,39 and Debuy
and Hükel!.40 We refer the reader to these works~or standard
text on physical chemistry of surfaces41! for the details, and
below provide just the physical discussion of this theory
applied to our system. For convenience of the subsequ
analysis we summarize the relevant electrokinetic const
in Table II.

Since the hydrogen cation H1 and hydroxyl ion HO2

have the highest mobilities~and thus diffusion rates!, and
their recombination rate is much higher than that of anio
surfactant and sodium ion, there is an excess of nega
ions, RO2, in the oil phase and interface and positive ion
Na1, in the water phase, as shown in Fig. 11. The last p
cess is usually referred to as apolarizationof the interface or
formation of a double layer. The much lower recombinati
rate of RO2 and Na1 comes from the phenomenon o
hydration—formation of a shell of water molecules arou
sodium ions. Thus, the characteristic reaction rate of
whole system is controlled by the slowest reaction~which is
a recombination of acid radicals and sodium ions! and as a
result the properties of the double layer can be determi
from the dynamics of these two types of ions. Consider,
definiteness, the water phase. In the steady state the diffu
flux balances the flux driven by electrostatic interactions:

CNa1bNa1

dww

dx
;DNa1

dCNa1

dx2 , ~34!

he

TABLE II. Electrokinetic constants.

Mobility of bH1 3.2631023 cm2/s V
Mobility of bHO2 1.8031023 cm2/s V
Mobility of bNa1 bNa150.4531023 cm2/s V
Pendant drop radiusR1 231024 m
Droplet radiusR2 331026 m

FIG. 11. Double layer structure.
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where the potentialww is governed by the Gauss theore
relating the divergence of the gradient of the electrical
tential w at a given point to the charge density at that po

dww

dx2 ;2
e

e0ew @CNa12CHO2#. ~35!

In view of the high mobility ofCHO2, one can neglect the
concentration variation of these ions in the double layer,
that CNa12CHO2 is controlled by the variation of the con
centration of sodium ionsCNa12CHO2;CNa1

`
2dCNa1

2CHO2
`

1dCHO2.2dCNa1, as shown in Fig. 11. The form
of the concentration profile forCNa1 follows from the fact
that the reaction is diffusion controlled, i.e., ions approach
the interface react instantaneously compared to the cha
teristic time of diffusion. Therefore, the magnitude of co
centration at the interface is close to zero, so that the c
centration variation in a double layerdCNa1;CNa1. Taking
into account the Einstein relation between diffusion coe
cient and mobility DNa15( kBT/e )bNa1, and excluding
electric potential variation, one arrives at the following es
mates for the double layer thicknesses:

dx;hw;F e0ew

e2

kBT

CNa1
` G1/2

;1028 m. ~36!

For reference, the average distance between ions in the w
phase is^dw&C5(CNaOHNA)21/3;1028 m, while the aver-
age distance between surfactant molecules at the inter
^dw&G5(GRO2NA)21/2;1029 m. The fact thathw;^dw&C

has the following explanation. Estimates~36! provide just
the characteristic length scale, but in reality, the thicknes
the double layer is several times greater than just the ave
distance between ions. Also, the very high surface cha
density GRO2NAe;1 C/m2 cannot be neutralized just b
hwCNa1NAe;1.531022 C/m2, and thus leads to an increas
of density of sodium ions Na1 in the double layer compare
to CNa1

` , as sketched in Fig. 11 and a thickening of t
double layer.

The presence of the double layer at the interface lead
electrostatic dipole–dipole type interactions between
pendant drop of radiusR1 and small droplets of radiusR2 ,
and between the small droplets themselves. Conceptually
follow the approach of Derjaguin and Landau42 but account-
ing for the geometry of interacting objects~instead of the
planar geometry assumed in Ref. 42!. This interaction can be
represented as a force between two pairs of concentric h
spheres, each of which carries opposite charges as show
Fig. 12~a!. Note that the interaction with the furthest pair
hemispheres~dashed! is significantly weakened in view o
high dielectric constant of water and thus omitted in o
consideration. Further, each pair of hemispheres can be
proximated as a dipole, the moment of which is a produc
the double layer thickness and the total charge

pi52peRi
2GmaxNAhw, i 51,2. ~37!

The interaction force between two dipoles separated by
tanceL is therefore
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Fp12p2
5

6

4pe0eo

p1p2

L4 . ~38!

Two major effects in our particular case lead to this for
being significant: the high dielectric constant of water
creases the thickness of the double layer and therefore
dipole moment, while the low dielectric constant of the o
increases the interaction force between dipoles. Si
Fp12p2

;R1
2R2

2/L4 the forceFp12p2
of interaction between a

small droplet of radiusR2 , and pendant drop,R1@R2 , at
L;R1 , is weaker than thatFp22p2

between the small drop
lets of the same radiusR2 at L;R2 . Quantitatively,

Fp12p2
;0.531027 N, ~39!

while the force between droplets should be evaluated foL
;4R2 , as observed in experiments, and yields

Fp22p2
;1.031026 N. ~40!

The Stokes drag experienced by droplets due to a sidew
motion may be estimated from Stokes’ law and the exp
mentally observed velocity as

FSt;6pmoR2vsm;0.531026 N, ~41!

i.e., comparable with~39!–~40!.43 In this context, the well-
organized droplet motion has the following explanation: t
isopotentials of the electric field of the pendant drop, sho
in Fig. 12~b! for the case when the tip of the drop is free
surfactant, indicate that the axis corresponds to the lo
maximum of electric strengthE52¹w, so that any charged
object will tend to move away from the axis of symmetry
a manner analogous to the behavior of a point mass in
stable maximum of potential energy. Furthermore, the sm
droplets also experience repulsive interactions, which the
fore provide a mechanism selecting the direction of a si
ways motion of each droplet. Thus in our system the lo
range dipole–dipole interaction exhibits itself in a dynam
manner. The static analog of long-range algebraic dipo
interaction is known in two-dimensional colloidal crystals44

when polystyrene spheres trapped at water–air interface
organized due to dissociation of the sulfonic acid groups
appearance of the dipoles in view of screening water m
ecules. In other circumstances this mechanism is respon
for the stability of water-in-oil emulsions.

While the outline of the basic mechanism provided he
has very sound support, it is based on the assumption o
exclusive role of electrostatic interactions in creating t

FIG. 12. Basic features of electrostatic interaction.
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sideways motion of small droplets. The structure of t
double layer suggests another contributing mechanism, h
ever: the Marangoni flow along the interface can conv
negative charges, the presence of which in the axial flow
lead to a sideways motion of the bulk. It may also happ
that although small droplets carry some excess of posi
charge immediately after ejection, it will be neutralized
adsorbing surfactant ions from the bulk.

IV. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

In this paper we have considered plausible models
the observations in Ref. 1. In particular, the role
Marangoni stresses in driving and sustaining nonlinear p
odic motion of a pendant drop is clarified and well suppor
by: ~i! the existence of self-similar solution for a steady t
streaming regime and~ii ! the qualitative prediction of the
experimentally observed modes of tip-streaming by the
laxation oscillator model embodying the basic Marang
mechanism. The formation of a spray cone is found to
consistent with the repulsive electrostatic dipole–dipole
teractions originating from the ionic nature of the surfacta

In summary, we would like to emphasize a peculiarity
the phenomena. First of all, the size of the pendant dro
such that the chemical energy generated at the interfac
sufficient to drive a significant Marangoni flow, which lea
to a pointed conical shape of pendant drop. In view of s
face tension boundedness~capillary pressure cannot suppo
the dynamic pressure! the pointed end emits droplets, th
small size of which is explained by the capillary break
with surfactant gradients. This phenomenon of tip-stream
is a singular removal of the surfactant from the interfa
responsible for periodicity of the phenomenon. Second,
electrostatic interactions create a specific flow pattern
which repulsion is sufficient to equilibrate with Stokes dr
~in view of small enough droplet size!. In closing it should
be noted that both conical pendant drop and spray cone
mation are dynamic effects as opposed to the well-kno
static Taylor cone and colloidal crystal formation,44 the latter
of which is also due to dipole–dipole type of interaction
the spray cone pattern in our case.45,46
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